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The Future of World Peace 

People always say that we could solve world peace so easily but it isn’t easy. You can’t just 

solve it just like that but if it was a world where people could change what would the easy 

steps be? this is the questions people are asking. People need to listen people need to care 

and people need to have inner peace, these are the top priorities to a peaceful perfect life. 

There are thing we have to become to be able to do these thing though we have to be 

relaxed and talk.   

It is a hard thing to listen if you have been taught to act differently, or use a different 

language or do this to these people it is really hard to get that out of your head.  but if we 

try to listen at least instead of just not even trying to listen then we will get nowhere in 

solving any problems in life. If we listen we can learn if we listen we can solve and if we 

listen we have a chance of being able to live a peaceful life. And if we have a chance at 

peaceful life we could have a peaceful future.  

If you share your possessions you will make someone happy but if you don’t share it, ask 

your self when I bought this item did I really need it was I starving for food did I have a 

home to eat this yes, mostly all of you have a house to eat food in you have enough money 

to drive down the street to get a chocolate bar these are just a few daily things you could do 

right now to a homeless person but these small things are just as important as world peace 

if everyone put out a hand to help a person from a different religion this would slowly and 

slowly make world peace.  

Once you have found your inner peace there is nothing stopping you to be kind and 

forgiving to everyone there might be a person who has completely destroyed your life if you 

hate them for the rest of your life what good will that be to you to them to anyone if 

anything it will hinder all of the people involved. If you are at least decent to them it might 

not make them feel supper happy but it might make them feel thanks because they know 

that you could of hindered them allot in life but you had that inner peace to keep yourself 

from doing it.  This could lead to a more peaceful future. 

If you have not listened to what I have to say you have not cared for what I have to say and 

you don’t have the common decency to be kind then in no way shape or form are you 

helping me with making world peace if anything you have hindered it. But if you have 

listened, cared and been decent then I say thank you thank you for helping the world move 

to a more peaceful future. 

 


